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Have you ever… idea

● Downloaded tonnes of unnecessary native 
apps on your mobile that you only use once 
or twice?

● Lost your work or progress due to a bad 
connection when using a web app?

● Waited for what seemed a lifetime for a 
website to load?



Enter the power of… 
Progressive Web Apps!



What are Progressive Web Apps? 
idea
Essentially, PWAs are web apps that have been developed 
through progressive enhancement to create a native app-like 
experience for the user. 

“Progressive Web Apps allow what you build to be installed by 
anyone, anywhere, on any device with a single codebase.”

Sam Richard & Pete LePage



Features of PWAs
Choose one approach to grab the audience’s 

➔ Discoverable 
Findable through search engines 

➔ Installable
Downloadable onto device’s home 
screen/ dock.

➔ Linkable
Shareable via URL 

➔ Network independent 
Works offline/ with poor network

Choose one approach to grab the audience’s 

➔ Progressively enhanced
Backwards compatible

➔ Re-engageable 
Push notifications & new content

➔ Responsively designed 
Usable on any sized screen

➔ Secure
All connections are encrypted 



Capabilities & Reach of PWAs

(Graph taken from https://web.dev/what-are-pwas/ Feb 22 2022)

https://web.dev/what-are-pwas/


How do PWAs work?idea

● PWAs use service workers, a script written in JavaScript that allows the 
intercepting and control of network requests and asset caching from the web 
browser.

● Service workers can only run over HTTPS for security reasons, otherwise this could 
lead to detrimental security attacks like script injection or the whole site being 
replaced. This is why HTTPS is crucial, in order to prevent third parties from 
attacking your site.

https://developers.google.com/web/ilt/pwa/introduction-to-service-worker


A bit more on service workerside

● Service workers are a type of web worker that can control the website and can 
cache and control information to be used later on. This allows the web app to be 
used offline.

● A web worker is a JavaScript file that runs in the background, independently of 
other scripts, without affecting the performance of the page. Usually when 
executing scripts in an HTML page, the page becomes unresponsive until the 
script is finished. With web workers, you can carry out any functions on the site, 
while the web worker continues to run in the background. 

https://developers.google.com/web/ilt/pwa/introduction-to-service-worker
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Web_Workers_API/Using_web_workers


Service Workers & the Cache API

● The Cache API is a system available in all modern browsers for storing and 
retrieving network requests and their corresponding responses. For 
example, these could be regular requests and responses often found in 
your application, or simply just for storing data for later use.

● The Cache API was created so service workers can cache network requests 
and provide quick responses, even with poor or no network connection. 

https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Web/API/Cache


Examples of PWAsd

● Figma 

● Starbucks

● Uber

● Pinterest

https://www.figma.com

https://www.starbucks.com

https://www.uber.com/gb/en/ride/

https://www.pinterest.co.uk



How can I check if my site is 
suitable for PWA?idea
● Lighthouse is a Google Chrome Dev Tool that can be used to check if a 

site is a PWA and how well it ranks in different fields e.g. accessibility, 
speed, offline capabilities etc. 

● Other alternatives include SEO Checker, 
SEO Review Checker or Browserstack

https://developers.google.com/web/ilt/pwa/lighthouse-pwa-analysis-tool
https://www.seochecker.it/pwa-tester-online
https://www.seoreviewtools.com/pwa-testing-tool/
https://www.browserstack.com/guide/how-to-test-pwa


Demo of a PWAd



pwa-test/

index.html // basic html file
manifest.json // specify basic metadata for pwa
sw.js // service worker 

src/ // all external css and js
images/ // graphics (esp icons)

Simple PWA project



Manifest.json

File required by the pwa aduit



main.js  + sw.js

Enable the service worker



http://curiositydriven.uk/pwa-test/



Thanks for listening! 

Any questions? 



Some useful articles  
● Progressive Web Apps will replace your Native Apps

● Learn All About PWAs

● Web Dev: What are PWAs?

● Making PWAs work offline with Service Workers

● PWAs & Service Workers

● Service Workers & the Cache Storage API

● Overview of PWAs

● Getting Started with Progressive Web Apps

https://itnext.io/progressive-web-apps-will-replace-your-native-app-4427f2df6604
https://scandiweb.com/blog/learn-all-about-progressive-web-apps/
https://web.dev/what-are-pwas/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Progressive_web_apps/Offline_Service_workers
https://medium.com/samsung-internet-dev/pwa-series-service-workers-the-basics-about-offline-a6e8f1d92dfd
https://web.dev/service-workers-cache-storage/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/progressive-web-apps-chromium/
https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2015/12/getting-started-pwa

